For cybersecurity, information protection and compliance, people are the new perimeter.

People are your greatest asset. They’re also your leading source of security risks, data loss and compliance issues. Keep your users safe. Keep your data secure. Keep it all compliant with Proofpoint.

No other cybersecurity partner is trusted by more Fortune 500 and Global 2000 companies to protect their people and defend the data they create.
# People-Centric Cybersecurity Solutions

Solutions that work together. Solutions that build on each other. People-centric cybersecurity solutions to keep your business secure, in compliance and thriving.

## Threat Protection

Email and the cloud are today’s primary attack vectors for ransomware, business email compromise (BEC), phishing and other threats. Fight back with a people-centric approach that blocks attacks, secures cloud accounts and educates users. Our multilayered, approach helps you:

- Secure the gateway and protect email with threat detection powered by machine learning
- Understand who is being attacked and who’s most vulnerable
- Automate incident response
- Change user behavior and help your people report potential threats
- Stop domain spoofing
- Prevent account takeovers
- Prevent web-based threats and secure users’ browsing activity

## Information and Cloud Security

Data doesn’t lose itself. Prevent data loss from malicious, negligent and compromised users by correlating content, user behavior and external threats. Protect your data with AI-powered insight that detects data leaks and streamlines investigations. Our modern solution helps you:

- Prevent sensitive information from leaking through email
- Safeguard cloud apps and protect users from cloud threats
- Connect the dots between content, user behavior and outside threats
- Manage insider threats and prevent data loss at the endpoint
- Protect confidential data while your employees are on the web
- Reduce workload with AI-powered data classification

## Intelligent Compliance

Data-retention needs are exploding as organizations create more data on more communications platforms. Manage risk with a modern compliance and archiving solution for IT and legal teams. Our cloud-based, people-centric approach helps you:

- Capture and monitor data effortlessly
- Equip your team to scale and manage data growth
- Ease e-discovery and streamline review with machine-learning-assisted automation
- Simplify SEC, FINRA and IIROC compliance
- Ensure compliance on employee social media channels
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**ABOUT PROOFPOINT**

Proofpoint, Inc. is a leading cybersecurity and compliance company that protects organizations’ greatest assets and biggest risks: their people. With an integrated suite of cloud-based solutions, Proofpoint helps companies around the world stop targeted threats, safeguard their data, and make their users more resilient against cyber attacks. Leading organizations of all sizes, including 75 percent of the Fortune 100, rely on Proofpoint for people-centric security and compliance solutions that mitigate their most critical risks across email, the cloud, social media, and the web. More information is available at [www.proofpoint.com](http://www.proofpoint.com).
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